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Law enforcement offices need a software system that is designed to give users the control they need 
to effectively manage incidents, property, papers, and personnel—all from one comprehensive 
database. Centralizing information is key to improving efficiency and accelerating the law 
enforcement process. 

Why Choose Odyssey Law Enforcement?
With Tyler’s Odyssey Law Enforcement product center, law enforcement offices and officers have 
access to a complete records management system that assists in the day-to-day workload by getting 
rid of unnecessary and time-consuming paperwork. 

Users can organize, search, and report detailed information with ease—track and monitor 
the progression of an incident; search for information on other incidents; and even maintain 
multiple reporting officers, investigators, and offences. Plus, this intuitive-to-use system maintains 
information on calls for service, civil papers, and even personnel information. Law enforcement 
officers become more organized and efficient—which means more time spent protecting citizens 
and enforcing the law.

All data, including narrative descriptions and summaries, exports easily to a variety of customized 
reports—including Uniform Crime Reporting (UCR)—that are professional, and court ready. 
Additionally, users can drill-down within the reports for further detailed information.

Odyssey Law Enforcement can be integrated with mapping, data analysis and field reporting tools 
to give users a complete view of a specific incident, or a trail of incidents. And, it is fully integrated 
with Odyssey Jail Manager.

Quick and Easy Access
Tracking information has never been easier with the Odyssey Law Enforcement product center. 
Tyler’s Odyssey Suite has the look and feel of a Web browser—so navigation is intuitive. The 
Odyssey Assistant—Odyssey’s comprehensive user portal—is designed to streamline repetitive 
tasks, maximize efficiencies, and organize complex data into useful information.

• Required fields are color-coded for easy data entry and review
• Quick-key short cuts make data entry a breeze
• Consistent naming conventions make using other product centers easy
• Roll-over ToolTips provide on-the-spot guidance
• Validation checks catch costly data entry errors 
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Track and Monitor Incident Information
From specific incident reports and calls for service, to property records and unit assignments, 
Law Enforcement tracks it all with customizable settings that provide flexibility in security roles, 
approval processes, report tracking, and workflow. Users can always be confident that their 
information is accurate and up-to-date.

• Track and maintain all working calls, units, unit assignments, radio logs, and more
• Add and maintain information from civil papers such as writs of execution and citations
• Track personnel data, including issued equipment, firearms, training hours, and  

miscellaneous notes
• Link incident, service calls, or other data to a specific property by utilizing the systems’ 

variable fields for complete records

In addition, the Law Enforcement product center integrates with barcode scanning devices to 
help centralize and track property locations. It’s clear—Odyssey Law Enforcement helps law 
enforcement offices become better organized and more efficient. 
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